
 

EA-888 Gen 2 & 3 ALUMINIUM ENGINE OIL PAN 

 

【iSWEEP EA-888 Gen 2 & 3 Aluminum Engine Oil Pan】 

                         

◇ Parts List 

１．Aluminum Engine Oil Pan × 1 

２．Magnet Drain Plug × 2 pcs. 

３．Oil Drain Gasket × 2 

３．T30 Torx Bolt M6 x 20mm  × 3 

４．Oil Temperature Gauge Port Plug × 1 

５．Oil Temperature Gauge 1/8 TP Adapter × 1 

６．Port Plug Gasket × 1 

７．Sealing Tape for 1/8 TP Sensor × 1 

８. Silicone Sealant × 1 

 

 

Thank you for purchasing iSWEEP products. This instruction manual provides necessary information for proper installation to 

prevent defects, malfunctions, and accidents from occurring. Please read and acknowledge all procedures before beginning 

installation. iSWEEP is not responsible for any injuries or death caused by the misuse of negligence of this manual and product. 

 

 

Oil Pan Lower Section, Removing and Installing 

Removing 

1. Remove the noise insulation. 

2. If equipped, disconnect the connector -1- for the Oil Level Thermal Sensor -G266. 

3. Drain the engine oil. 

    

 

 

 



 

4. Remove the bolts -1 through 20 

    

5. Carefully loosen the oil pan lower section from the bonding using a commercially available scraper. 

6. Remove the lower oil pan section, and if necessary loosen by applying light strikes with a rubber hammer. 

Installing 

Note: 

In case of the EA888 G3 engine, when install the iSWEEP oil pan necessarily use the supplied seal gasket without reusing the stock 

rubber gasket. 

 

1. Clean the sealing surfaces of iSWEEP oil pan. They must be free of oil and grease. 

2. Apply the Silicone-Sealant onto the clean sealing surface of the oil pan lower section as shown. 

 

Note: 

The oil pan must be installed within five minutes after application of silicone sealant. The sealant bead may not be thicker than 

specified, otherwise excess sealant could enter the oil pan and clog the oil intake pipe screen.  

-Sealant bead thickness: 2 to 3 mm. 

 



 

3. Immediately mount the oil pan lower section and tighten the stock bolts -1 through 20- in three stages as follows: 

 

4. Tighten Bolts Hand-Tight. 

5. Tighten the Bolts to 8 Nm.  

6. Turn the Bolts an Additional 45° 

7. Remove the oil level thermal sensor from the stock oil pan and reinstall to the iSWEEP oil pan using the supplied T30 M6 bolts. 

Tighten the Bolts to 9 Nm 

8. Tighten the two oil drain plugs and the oil temperature gauge port plug to 20-25 Nm using the supplied gaskets.  

     

9. Fill the engine oil. 

10. Further assembly is performed the reverse order of the removal 

Note: 

After installing the oil pan, allow the sealant to dry for approximately 30 minutes. Only after then may the engine oil be replenished. 
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